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ONLINE REPORT AVAILABILITY
The Office of the MTA Inspector General (OIG) audits, evaluations, inspections, special review reports,
investigations, press releases, and ongoing work are available at www.MTAIG.state.ny.us.
Announcements of the latest reports, multimedia, and news from the OIG are also available
on the OIG’s social media accounts:
Twitter, Instagram: @MTAOIG
Facebook, LinkedIn: @MTA Inspector General
www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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INSPECTOR GENERAL’S MESSAGE
It is a new era of transformation for the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(MTA), and one that has revitalized the core mission of my Office as well. There
are vast opportunities for the Office of the MTA Inspector General (OIG) to help the
MTA run safer, smoother, and in a more cost-effective way.
As the MTA Inspector General, the watchdog tasked with monitoring this complex
mechanism, these rapidly unfolding changes are why I will hold myself and my
Office to a new and unprecedented standard of openness: transparency will be
the touchstone of my tenure. My Office will work to ensure the public trust and
establish a system of public disclosure, public participation, and collaboration.
I hope this new policy of openness and sunlight will strengthen the MTA and
promote efficiency and effectiveness in ways we have never achieved in the past.
Our mission at the OIG takes a two-pronged approach: we conduct audits
to help MTA systems work in the safest, most efficient ways and we conduct
investigations to root out and deter acts of fraud, misconduct, and abuse. In the
spirit of our new era of openness, we are working to make our audits and
investigations a matter of easily accessible public record
by posting reports in a timely manner on our website
while amplifying our findings through public engagements,
social media, and other means. Additionally, at the behest of
It is time to dismantle government
good government groups, this annual report contains statistical
secrecy... It is time to begin building
highlights about our work in 2019, providing a key insight into
the supports for the era of openness
the OIG’s impact. I believe a crucial component towards
that is already upon us.
helping the MTA solve many of its issues is to give our riders and
– Senator Patrick Moynihan, Namesake
taxpayers the information they need to become confident
stakeholders.
of the Moynihan Train Station
The new policy of sunlight is already paying off. In 2019, MTA
OIG received a record number of complaints. We also conducted
more site visits than ever before, and released groundbreaking
audits that exposed dangerous working conditions, led to reforms on chronic
overtime abusers, and called out the MTA for wasting and mismanaging millions
of dollars.
This work cannot be achieved on our own. Over the years we have forged
relationships with numerous investigative, prosecutorial, and law enforcement
agencies on the federal, state, and local levels. We have partnered with countless
MTA staff and managers who have helped us find solutions to complex issues. We
are always ready to listen to straphangers, MTA employees, commuters, and other
members of the public whom this vast transportation network is designed to serve.
Let me say this as simply as I can: my priority is to serve the riders and taxpayers,
and fiercely defend their right to get where they need to go, safely and efficiently.
Very truly yours,
Carolyn Pokorny
www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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2019 STATISTICAL HIGHLIGHTS
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At the request of good government and transit advocacy groups, for the first time in
over a decade, and with more detail than ever before, the OIG is reporting on its
year-end statistical highlights, as detailed below.
2019 marked an impressive year for the OIG’s work in support of the MTA and its
constituent agencies: MTA New York City Transit (NYCT), MTA Long Island Rail Road
(LIRR), MTA Metro-North Railroad (MNR), MTA Bridges and Tunnels (B&T), MTA Bus
Company (MTA Bus), and MTA Capital Construction Company (Capital Construction).1
In 2019, OIG Intake staff processed 1,375 complaints, 101% more complaints over 2018,
Complaints
from individuals both inside and outside the MTA. This dramatic increase in complaints
broke an all-time record for most complaints received by the OIG in a single year.
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As used in this report, unless the context indicates otherwise, the term “MTA” includes the constituent agencies.
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The OIG is actively monitoring billions of dollars in megaprojects and major initiatives from overtime
and fare evasion, to Superstorm Sandy resiliency and transformation. For more details, please see the
Monitoring & Compliance section on page 25.
Superstorm Sandy Resiliency:
Overtime Reform:
MTA Transformation:
Fare Evasion Estimates:

$4.8 billion
$1.8 billion
$530 million
$250 million

Homeless Initiatives:
Third Party Monitors
East Side Access:
LIRR Third Track:

$3 million
$11 billion
$2.6 billion

OIG ISSUED 39 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES AT THE MTA
33 Accepted
6 Awaiting Response
11 Confirmed as Implemented

OIG’S WORK RESULTED IN
10 DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS
6 Time and Attendance
3 Dual Employment
1 Fraud and Abuse

10%
10%
30%
50%

MTA HQ
MNR
NYCT
LIRR

OIG’S WORK LED TO 4 RESIGNED
EMPLOYEES
3 Fraud and Abuse
1 Management Best Practice
25% MTA HQ
25% B&T
50% MNR

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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OIG AUDIT UNIT
16 Audits Initiated
12 Audit Reports Issued
6 Management Best Practices
3 Safety
2 Ridership
1 Fraud and Abuse

8.5%
8.5%
33%
50%

MTA-Wide
B&T
LIRR
NYCT

AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED

OIG INVESTIGATIONS UNIT
232 Investigations and Inquiries Initiated
108 Investigations Closed
173 Investigations Currently Open
15

Letter Reports Issued

13%
27%
27%
33%

MNR
MTA-Wide
LIRR
NYCT

LETTER REPORTS ISSUED

248 SITE INSPECTIONS
127% increase from 2018.
13%
14%
16%
17%
40%

MNR
LIRR
East Side Access
Superstorm Sandy
NYCT

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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QUESTIONED COSTS/LOST REVENUE2: $275,552,831

MONEY RECOUPED IN 20193: $7,317,480

MONEY SAVED ON OUTSIDE SANDY MONITORS TO DATE: $20,000,000
In response to a Federal Transit Administration requirement to provide monitors for the projects funded by
the $4.8 billion Hurricane Sandy Recovery Grants, the MTA established a monitoring oversight committee,
which includes the OIG. By having the OIG and other MTA agencies do this monitoring work, instead of
third-party monitors, internal MTA estimates show the MTA saving $20 million for current construction
projects, and up to $48 million for total construction projects.

2

A cost/lost revenue is questioned by the OIG based on the possibility of: (1) an alleged violation of a provision of law, regulation, contract, grant,
cooperative agreement, or other agreement or document governing the expenditure of funds; (2) a finding that, at the time of the audit, such cost is
not supported by adequate documentation; (3) a finding that the expenditure of funds for the intended purpose is unnecessary or unreasonable; or
(4) a finding that a lost revenue could be prevented or addressed in a more efficient or effective manner.
3

Includes civil, criminal, restitution, recoveries, settlements and forfeiture.

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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AUDIT & INVESTIGATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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AUDIT & INVESTIGATIVE HIGHLIGHTS
In 2019, the OIG published numerous reports, monitored multiple initiatives, and worked on criminal matters
with law enforcement partners. Brief summaries of many of the OIG’s activities have been organized into
areas of:
Management Best Practices
Safety
Ridership
Waste, Fraud, and Abuse

Photo: Marc A. Hermann / MTA New York City Transit

Photo: Marc A. Hermann / MTA New York City Transit

Monitoring & Compliance

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES
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MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES
Change starts at the top. A crucial part of the OIG’s work is ensuring that
MTA management has the best possible systems in place. In 2019, the OIG
reviewed various policies and procedures that managers and supervisors
use to do their jobs, to ensure they represent sound practices.

MTA’S DEFICIENT OVERTIME VERIFICATION #2019-19
Over the last 10 years, the OIG has conducted over 40 audits and investigations into MTA agencies’ time and
attendance procedures and practices, including overtime. The OIG has recommended discipline for dozens of
employees and supervisors found to be abusing or falsely claiming overtime. The OIG’s work has not just been
investigative—it has also uncovered systemic weaknesses in how agencies assign overtime, pay for travel time
at overtime rates, and manage operational practices to avoid overtime.
In 2019, at the request of MTA Chairman Patrick J. Foye, the OIG spent several months painstakingly reviewing
the process management used to verify and approve 75 high-earning employees who made $7.2 million in
overtime claims the prior year. The OIG’s review found that MTA management lacked the fundamental ability to
properly verify overtime claims made by the 75 high overtime-earning employees included in this review. For
some MTA departments such verification was deeply burdensome – or even impossible. Several overtime
approvers aptly characterized overtime reporting as an “honor system.” The OIG found that the absence of a
proper management system to verify employees’ overtime hours could create opportunities for employees to
claim overtime that was not worked—or even assigned to them—without being detected. These findings were
especially troubling given that the MTA spent approximately $1.38 billion on overtime in 2018, about 8.5% of its
operating budget. According to figures released in January 2020, the MTA spent $1.26 billion in overtime in
2019, a drop from 2018 but still a significant, and over-budget, expense.
The OIG made several recommendations which are helping drive reform. The MTA agreed with OIG’s
recommendations, as well as the recommendations in the Morrison & Foerster report on overtime policies and
procedures, and is implementing and tracking them through the work of the Overtime Task Force, as well as
other independent actions by each agency. The OIG continues to actively monitor the progress of the Task
Force.

ABUSE OF TIME BY LIRR EMPLOYEES INTERIM REPORT #2018-62 AND WEAK TIME AND
ATTENDANCE PRACTICES IN LIRR ENGINEERING’S STRUCTURES DIVISION #2019-11
The OIG audited the $8.9 million in overtime payments within LIRR Engineering’s Structures Division and
found excessive and unsubstantiated payments for travel time to compensate those employees for traveling
to their voluntarily chosen overtime assignments. The OIG estimated that 4 foremen could have received
as much as $146,800 in questionable travel time payments for 2018, which would represent 23% of the
$650,836 in overtime paid to them for the year. As a result of lax recordkeeping, it is not known how much
LIRR has spent unnecessarily on travel time.
The OIG recommended strengthening the approval and verification process for authorizing and paying
overtime. LIRR accepted the recommendations but noted that where applicable, it is still awaiting input from
a third-party firm to assist it in defining the parameters for a travel time policy.

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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Office of the MTA Inspector General

INVESTIGATION OF BIOMETRIC
CLOCK VANDALISM

Biometric Clock Vandalism
• 11/20: 5th Avenue – 53rd St
Station

On October, 24, 2019, the OIG announced
the launch of an investigation after several
MTA biometric timekeeping clocks were
found damaged in separate acts of
apparent vandalism.4 Due to recurring
incidents, the OIG recommended
that cameras be installed strategically
throughout the system to protect the
equipment and deter future acts of
vandalism. The MTA has agreed to this
recommendation.

• 10/23: MJ Quill Bus Depot
• 7/12: 14th St Station

• 12/4: Concourse Rail Yard
• 7/3: Concourse Rail Yard

• 12/5: Westchester Yard

• 6/4: LIRR Jamaica Station

• 10/24: 130 Livingston St

• 6/7: 38th Street Yard

Photo credit: Google Earth

DEFICIENCIES IN THE BACKGROUND VERIFICATION PROCESS FOR NYC TRANSIT EMPLOYEES
#2019-13
The OIG analyzed the background check process for NYCT employees and found that NYCT could be hiring
employees who are unqualified and/or falsified their credentials without detection, raising many of the same
concerns as discussed in a previous OIG report.5 OIG also found that some agency employees who had not
disclosed serious criminal histories remained employed for significant periods of time.
In response to the OIG’s report, NYCT accepted all of the OIG’s recommendations and described its plans
to implement them to the extent possible, given the financial and other constraints the agency faces. At the
minimum, NYCT said it will double the limited number of reviews it conducts of employees’ education and
experience. The OIG will continue to monitor as appropriate.
4
See Article 145.10 - NYS Penal Law.
See MTA OIG report #2004-2L, Capping Report on Examination and Hiring Practices.

Photo: Marc A. Hermann / MTA New York City Transit
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SAFETY
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SAFETY
Ensuring safety for workers and riders is paramount to the OIG’s mission and is a critical priority. In 2019, the
OIG reported on the following safety-related matters, as summarized below:

SAFETY AND STRUCTURAL CONCERNS WITH NYC TRANSIT BOILER ROOMS – INTERIM REPORT
#2019-20
The OIG inspected 6 boiler room sites in the Bronx and Brooklyn, and discovered structural and safety
concerns. Due to urgent concerns for worker safety, an interim report was sent to NYCT for prompt attention.
A week after OIG sent this report, a portion of the brick façade on the exterior of the 205th Street boiler room
fell during repairs, highlighting the safety risk workers undertake at these sites.
Upon receipt of the OIG’s report, NYCT pledged to make significant improvements to the conditions at the
sites as well as to enact policies so the boiler rooms do not fall back into disrepair. The OIG appreciates
NYCT’s response to worker safety concerns, and looks forward to ensuring that these sites remain in safe
working condition. The OIG’s full audit is anticipated in 2020.

IMPROVING HOSPITAL ACCESS FOR POST-ACCIDENT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING OF NYC
TRANSIT EMPLOYEES #2019-15
The OIG reviewed multiple cases in which NYCT health services staff sought to perform post-accident
drug and alcohol testing in hospitals, and found that in nearly half of the reviewed instances, NYCT’s health
services staff were denied access. Additionally, OIG found that hospital administrators were not always
consistent in their decisions or reasoning about NYCT health service staff access, even within the same
hospital.
The OIG recommended that NYCT establish formal agreements with local hospitals to allow access for
testing purposes. The OIG confirmed that NYCT has these agreements in place and NYCT Occupational
Health Services technicians now carry documents with them authorizing their entry into the hospital.
www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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BOROUGH HALL CEILING COLLAPSE AND THE FLAWS IN NYC TRANSIT UNDERGROUND
STRUCTURAL INSPECTIONS #2019-17
In reviewing the June 2018 Borough Hall ceiling collapse, the OIG found significant flaws in NYCT’s
underground structural inspections. The OIG found that despite nearly two years of monitoring and previous
OIG reports on this issue,6 NYCT engineers relied entirely on ineffective inspection measures and failed
to recognize the severity of the structural defect that caused the collapse, resulting in an $8.3 million
emergency repair.
In its formal, written
response to this report,
NYCT agreed to all of the
OIG’s recommendations.
Subsequently, a senior
engineering manager
informed the OIG that new
procedures and training have
been provided for properly
inspecting and addressing
uncommon materials,
including using specialty
consultants, when needed.
Additionally, in order to
better identify, track, and
repair defects that require
immediate action, the
agency improved internal
reporting procedures
and plans to begin rolling
out an enterprise asset
management system that
will automate many of the
tracking functions. The
OIG is hopeful that these
recommendations will be
thoroughly implemented
to prevent future safety
concerns and enable timely
repairs.

6

See MTA OIG Report #2010-05, Improving Inspections of MTA New York City Transit Stations

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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RIDERSHIP
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RIDERSHIP
Along with MTA leadership, the OIG strives to ensure that MTA riders can enjoy a safe and reliable ride. This
is especially important to riders who require special assistance.

ESCALATOR OUTAGES AT NYC TRANSIT’S SECOND AVENUE SUBWAY #2018-61
The OIG examined the high rate of escalator outages at stations on the Second Avenue Subway line and
found serious shortcomings regarding the performance of a contractor hired by NYCT to maintain the
escalators at one of the stations. The OIG recommended that if this contractor fails to correct its apparent
performance deficiencies, NYCT should strongly consider terminating its contract with the company and seek
damages where appropriate.
At the time of publication of the annual report, NYCT has taken several actions to incorporate the OIG’s
recommendations, including:
NYCT now sends weekly excessive outage reports with root cause information to
respective contractors that require submission of an action plan to address them.
NYCT also tracks the contractor’s performance and assesses liquidated damages for late 		
responses to service calls and missed preventive maintenance, where appropriate, and failure
to meet the escalator service availability goal set in the contract.
The OIG will continue to monitor this matter as appropriate.

NYC TRANSIT FARE EVASION SURVEYS: OIG CONCERNS #2019-12
The OIG identified areas of concern regarding the statistical design of NYCT’s bus and subway fare evasion
surveys as well as the agency’s data collection practices which could compromise the accuracy of the results.
Since the OIG’s letter and at the OIG’s suggestion, NYCT has been working to develop an optimal and
statistically valid sampling methodology that will balance accuracy and cost. The OIG is assisting in this
ongoing effort.

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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WASTE, FRAUD, AND ABUSE
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WASTE, FRAUD, AND ABUSE
The OIG’s core mission is to combat waste, fraud, and abuse, often with law enforcement partners.
Below is a brief overview of several of the OIG’s waste, fraud, and abuse-related investigations.

CRIMINAL AND ENFORCEMENT MATTERS

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA V. AHERN PAINTING CONTRACTORS, INC., ET AL.
The OIG assisted the United States Attorney’s Office, Southern District of New York, Civil Division, and the
United States Department of Transportation Office of the Inspector General, in the investigation of a major
painting contractor. The 2019 settlement resolved a False Claims Act lawsuit against Ahern alleging that the
contractor fraudulently obtained payments on 2 federally funded construction projects, including an NYCT
project, by misrepresenting compliance with Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) rules. As part of the
settlement, the contractor admitted and accepted responsibility for its conduct and agreed to pay
$3 million to the United States. The claims against 2 other contractors remain pending.

PEOPLE V. SALVADORE ALMONTE JR., ET AL.
In 2019, the OIG, together with the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office, investigated 2 individuals, who were
indicted in New York County for an extensive insurance fraud scheme. The individuals underreported the
size of multiple companies and lied to insurance carriers about the work being performed by employees
in order to evade more than $1 million in insurance premiums, leaving more than 100 construction workers
underinsured. Both individuals were charged with Insurance Fraud in the First Degree, Scheme to Defraud
in the First Degree, Criminal Possession of a Forged Instrument in the Second Degree, Offering of a False
Instrument for Filing in the First Degree, and Fraudulent Practices in Violation of the Workers’ Compensation
Law. The case is ongoing.

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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TIME, ATTENDANCE, AND DUAL EMPLOYMENT ABUSE
As the OIG highlighted in various reports in 2019, at times management’s lax practices enable certain
individuals to exploit the system for their own gain. Below are brief updates on the investigations related to
time and attendance abuse.

MTA HQ COMPLIANCE MANAGER’S ABUSE OF TIME AND BUSINESS TRANSPORTATION PASS #2018-49
The OIG found that an MTA Headquarters Compliance Manager abused time and submitted false time and
attendance records. During the investigation, the OIG also found that the Compliance Manager improperly
used her NYCT business transportation pass for personal travel and violated the MTA All-Agency Code
of Ethics in that she failed to report a possible conflict of interest with her husband’s employer, an MTA
contractor, to the Ethics Officer.
In July 2019, in response to the OIG’s investigation and report, MTA Headquarters issued an Official Warning
to the Compliance Manager; suspended her for two weeks without pay; recouped $1,848; permanently
revoked her business transportation pass; reinstructed her on the importance of accurately reporting her time
and leave; corrected her time sheets; and recused her from matters involving her husband’s employer, an
MTA contractor.

DUAL EMPLOYMENT, TIME AND RESOURCE ABUSE BY NYCT COMPUTER SPECIALIST #2019-07
After investigating an NYCT Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority Computer Specialist for
a dual employment violation in 20137, in 2019 the OIG found that the same employee continued to improperly
operate a personal business during work hours using NYCT resources. The OIG found that the employee
had made hundreds of phone calls to his clients while at work and used his NYCT computer to conduct
private business.
Based on the OIG’s recommendations, NYCT instituted disciplinary proceedings, as a result of which the
employee served a 30-day suspension without pay, and a final warning. Additionally, during suspension
pending arbitration, the employee applied for New York State Unemployment Insurance benefits, and was
denied because of the employee’s misconduct. The OIG also referred the matter to the Joint Commission
on Public Ethics (JCOPE), which coordinated with the agency in resolving the JCOPE violations, whereby the
employee admitted to violating the Public Officers Law, but did not face additional financial penalties in light
of the approximately $6,500 in salary lost during the suspension.
See MTA OIG Report #2013-04, Unauthorized Dual Employment

Photo: Marc A. Hermann
/ MTA New York City Transit
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ABUSE OF TIME BY LIRR SIGNAL INSPECTOR #2018-57
The OIG uncovered time and attendance abuse by an LIRR Assistant Foreman in the Engineering-Signals
Department assigned to the Garden City Yard facility. In response to the OIG’s recommendations, the
employee admitted to the disciplinary charges, agreed to a 30-day suspension without pay, and paid
restitution in the amount of $1,141 for the time OIG established he did not work.

ABUSE OF TIME BY LIRR CONDUCTOR #2018-59
The OIG’s proactive investigation of an LIRR Conductor assigned to the West Side Yard Facility revealed that the
Conductor engaged in overtime abuse. In response to the OIG’s recommendations, the employee admitted
to the disciplinary charges, agreed to a 30-day suspension without pay, and paid restitution in the amount of
$1,396 for the time OIG established she did not work. In addition to a broader review of its time and attendance
policies due to this and other OIG reports, LIRR Senior Management has developed new procedures to tighten
oversight of LIRR employees working at West Side and Vanderbilt Yards in support of third-party work sites.

ABUSE OF TIME BY LIRR SIGNAL INSPECTOR #2018-58
The OIG uncovered time and attendance abuse by an LIRR Signal Inspector in the Engineering-Signals
Department assigned to the Garden City Yard facility. In response to the OIG’s recommendations, the
employee admitted to the disciplinary charges, agreed to a 30-day suspension without pay, and paid
restitution of $646 for the time OIG established he did not work.

DUAL EMPLOYMENT AND ABUSE
OF TIME BY NYCT DEPUTY
SUPERINTENDENT #2019-05
The OIG uncovered that a Deputy Superintendent
at the NYCT Central Electronics Shop operated a
personal business during NYCT work hours, had never
received dual employment authorization from NYCT or
JCOPE, and failed to disclose his outside employment
and income on his financial disclosure forms filed with
JCOPE as required.
In response, NYCT brought disciplinary charges against
the Deputy Superintendent, resulting in a 30-day
suspension without pay. In a settlement with JCOPE,
the Deputy Superintendent admitted he violated the
Public Officers Law and agreed to divest his interest
in the business and to amend his financial disclosure
forms for the years 2015 through 2018. In light of
the approximately $8,500 in salary lost during the
suspension, JCOPE did not impose any additional
financial penalties.

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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UNAUTHORIZED DUAL EMPLOYMENT BY NYC TRANSIT TRACK
WORKER #2019-08
The OIG discovered unauthorized dual employment by an NYCT Track Worker
who had been employed as a letter carrier with the US Postal Service (USPS)
at the time of his hiring by NYCT, and remained on a combination of paid and
unpaid leave from the USPS while he was working at NYCT. The employee
failed to disclose to the USPS that he was working for the MTA, and vice versa,
and received partial paychecks from USPS twice. In response to the OIG’s
letter, NYCT extended the employee’s probationary period for 6 months.
NYCT CLEANERS’ ABSENCE FROM DUTY #2018-04

Photo: Marc A. Hermann
/ MTA New York City Transit

The OIG received several anonymous complaints regarding an NYCT Terminal Car Cleaner punching out 2
other car cleaners’ time cards. The OIG conducted a floor check at the Ditmars Boulevard Station, and found
that, although the time cards had been punched for all three, one Terminal Car Cleaner was present but not
performing her duties, another Terminal Car Cleaner appeared in street clothes toward the end of the shift,
and a third Terminal Car Cleaner never appeared. In response to the OIG’s investigations, NYCT gave the
Terminal Car Cleaners 5-day, 15-day, and 30-day suspensions, respectively, and final warnings.

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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OTHER MISCONDUCT

THEFT OF PROPERTY BY MNR INVENTORY CONTROL CLERK 1; FAILURE TO SUPERVISE #2019-09
In collaboration with the MTA Police Department, the OIG found that an MNR Inventory Control Clerk stole
various items from a storeroom at Croton-Harmon Yard and that the employee’s supervisor failed to report
the theft as required and did not adequately supervise the employee. Based on the investigation, the
employee was charged with 2 misdemeanors which were resolved with an adjournment in contemplation
of dismissal and MNR brought a series of disciplinary charges against the employee, who then resigned.
Additionally, MNR stated that it was issuing a letter of warning to the supervisor, which made the supervisor
ineligible for any promotional opportunity for a period of 1 year; the supervisor was advised that any
additional violations of the MTA All-Agency Code of Ethics would result in discipline; and that the supervisor
would receive reinstruction. In addition, the department would ensure all staff reporting under the Material
Management area adhere to the All-Agency Code of Ethics.

ABUSE OF E-ZPASS NON-REVENUE TAG #2019-02
In a joint proactive review with the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission, the OIG found that a
B&T Operations Maintainer improperly used an MTA-issued employee E-ZPass® at least 130 times while
working as a driver for an app-based ridesharing service. The employee admitted to the disciplinary charges,
resigned, and agreed to pay more than $900 in restitution for lost toll revenue.

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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MONITORING & COMPLIANCE
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MONITORING & COMPLIANCE

A renewed focus of the OIG is actively supporting the MTA’s mission and combating systemic issues. The OIG
is monitoring major MTA initiatives, speaking and working with MTA counterparts every day, in real time.
By providing high-level oversight to large-scale plans, the OIG is better positioned to report on progress,
raise issues and concerns closer to real time, and track metrics to make sure issues are fixed quickly
and appropriately. Additionally, this oversight allows for increased transparency to MTA stakeholders, by
providing an objective view on the progress and weaknesses of various initiatives. Below are updates on the
OIG’s various monitoring roles.

MTA-WIDE OVERTIME REFORM
In September 2019, the Inspector General began meeting with leaders of the newly-formed multi-agency
Overtime Task Force to formally begin the monitoring engagement. Since then, dedicated OIG staff attend
taskforce and working group meetings, review work products and, when appropriate, provide feedback,
guidance, and commentary.
As a function of the OIG’s monitoring, the Inspector General has issued multiple statements, and spoken at
MTA Board meetings, about areas of good progress but also raised concerns about delays in meeting key
implementation deadlines for biometric clock deployment for some of the most difficult worker populations to
monitor. The Inspector General has and will continue to report regularly to the MTA Board on how the Task
Force is meeting its timelines and implementing the recommendations.

www.MTAIG.state.ny.us
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SUPERSTORM SANDY RECOVERY & RESILIENCY MONITORING
In response to a Federal Transit Administration requirement to provide monitors for the projects funded by
the $4.8 billion Hurricane Sandy Recovery Grants, the MTA established a monitoring oversight committee,
which includes the OIG. By having the OIG and other MTA agencies do this monitoring work, instead of thirdparty monitors, internal MTA estimates show the MTA saving $20 million for current construction projects, and
up to $48 million for total construction projects.
There are currently 24 Sandy projects being monitored:
21 NYCT projects

2 MNR projects

1 LIRR project

In 2019, the OIG performed the following Sandy monitoring activities:
Conducted 8 training sessions on fraud awareness for 176 attendees
Conducted more than 40 background checks of Sandy-related vendors and contractors
Attended 51 progress meetings and 4 kick-off meetings
Conducted 26 site visits and 16 disadvantaged business enterprise related office visits
Reviewed documentation for 36 change orders valued between $100,000 and $1 million for a total
value of over $10 million.

HOMELESS OUTREACH INITIATIVES
To address the staggering 23% increase in homeless people believed to be living in the subway system over
2018, the MTA formed a task force in collaboration with several New York State agencies, including the Office
of Temporary and Disability Assistance (OTDA), the MTA Police Department, and the New York City Police
Department. In its October 2019 final report, among other recommendations, the task force tapped the OIG to
provide implementation oversight. The OIG will continue to evaluate the performance metrics that MTA and
OTDA officials are using to assess the effectiveness of their new outreach and enforcement efforts.
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MTA TRANSFORMATION
On July 17, 2019, the MTA Board adopted a plan, developed by AlixPartners, to transform and improve the
structure of the MTA by centralizing key functions and establishing uniform operating and design standards
in order for agencies to focus on safety, operations, and maintenance. The OIG has been and will continue
to monitor and report on the progress of the MTA’s Transformation Initiative. The OIG will work to ensure that
the Board and public have objective insight into the Transformation’s progress.

THIRD PARTY MONITORS FOR LIRR THIRD TRACK AND EAST SIDE ACCESS
The OIG reviews third party monitor reports on these two megaprojects, LIRR Third Track and East Side
Access, attends the quarterly compliance monitors’ meetings run by the MTA Deputy Chief Risk Officer, and
shares and receives information with the appropriate compliance monitor oversight group as necessary.
LIRR Third Track is a $2.6 billion expansion effort which includes 50 projects to modernize 9.8 miles along the
congested Main Line of the LIRR between Floral Park and Hicksville.
East Side Access is an over $11 billion project to provide new Long Island Rail Road service to the east side
of Manhattan, supplementing existing service to Penn Station on Manhattan’s west side and Atlantic Terminal
in Brooklyn. The East Side Access megaproject is one of the largest transportation infrastructure projects
currently underway in the United States.
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INTAKE AND COMPLAINTS
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INTAKE AND COMPLAINTS
In 2019, Intake staff processed 1,375 complaints, 101% more complaints over 2018, from individuals both inside
and out of the MTA. This spike in complaints broke a 14-year record for most complaints received by the
OIG in a single year. At the request of good government and transit advocacy groups, a breakdown of OIG’s
complaint data is below.
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Of the 1,375 complaints received
by the OIG in 2019, 580 complaints
were from anonymous sources.
With the exception of the 251
complaint matters referred
to OIG operating divisions,
identified complainants received
acknowledgment in the majority of
cases within 1 to 7 business days
of receipt.

Photo: Marc A. Hermann
/ MTA New York City Transit

COMPLAINT ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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COMPLAINT DISPOSITION & ARESOLUTION

1375

TOTAL COMPLAINTS
Referred to MTA Agencies for Resolution and Response

783

Closed After Intake Assessment

284

Referred to OIG Operating Divisions

251

Open and Carried Over to 2020

38

Resolved by Intake Unit

19

Complaints by Agency Involved
COMPLAINTS BY AGENCY INVOLVED

0.1%
0.3%
0.6%
0.7%
1.3%
1.5%
3.1%
3.2%
4.0%
4.5%
6.0%
6.3%
8.0%
60.5%

Other
Capital Construction
MTA Business Service Center
Staten Island Railway
Non-MTA
Unknown
MTA-Wide
MTA HQ
B&T
MTA PD
MTA Bus
MNR
LIRR
NYCT
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The OIG hotline and website facilitate the OIG’s approach to best serving the public by providing customers
with fast, simple, and direct ways to communicate complaints and request information on an individualized
basis. In 2019, the OIG website has remained the preferred method when reporting to the OIG.

Complaints by Method of Reporting
COMPLAINTS BY METHOD OF REPORTING

7%
8%
16%
26%
43%

TOTAL COMPLAINTS

Other
Mail/Fax
Referral
OIG Hotline
OIG Website

1375

OIG Website

593

OIG Hotline

352

External/Agency Referral

213

Letter

106

Other

111
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Metropolitan Transportation Authority / Patrick J. Cashin

COMPLAINTS BY SOURCE

COMPLAINTS BY ALLEGATION TYPE
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
In addition to handling and processing complaints, in situations where it is possible, the OIG strives to assist
individual MTA customers and complainants. Below are some examples:

19-0608-C ALLEGATIONS OF FAILURE TO PROCESS REIMBURSEMENT CLAIMS
A retired MTA employee living abroad contacted the OIG because they were having a problem obtaining
reimbursement for costs associated with prescription medication.
OIG Intake staff discovered that the retiree’s address had not been changed, and worked with the MTA to
rectify the situation for the retired employee.

19-0027-C REDUCED FARE METROCARD MALFUNCTION
A senior complainant reported to the OIG that his Reduced Fare MetroCard was not returned after
inserting it into the bus farebox, he was unaware of the remaining balance, and that multiple attempts to
resolve the matter in an expedited manner were unsuccessful.
OIG Intake staff contacted the MetroCard Claims department to confirm the malfunctions as well as the
balance, and advised the senior complainant that his claim for the return of the Reduced Fare MetroCard,
along with the value of the card, was expedited as a courtesy, and a new card was sent to him.

19-0016-C REDUCED FARE METROCARD REPLACEMENT
A complainant was extremely concerned that a temporary Reduced Fare MetroCard she received was going
to expire before she received her permanent replacement card.
OIG Intake staff, on behalf of the complainant, reached out to the MetroCard Claims Department, and later
informed the customer that her permanent MetroCard was mailed that very day.

19-0769 ACCESS-A-RIDE
An Access-A-Ride customer insisted that a glitch in Access-A-Ride’s computer system resulted in a
substitution of her former door-to-door service with feeder trips which exacerbated her health conditions
because she is not guaranteed a seat on public transportation.
OIG Intake staff contacted Access-A-Ride and relayed the impact of the computer glitch on service to the
customer and helped the customer get placed on Enhanced Broker Service.
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The OIG is extremely proud of these
achievements and continues to encourage
all members of the public, including MTA
employees, outside contractors, and
management, to report their concerns
about the MTA and its agencies to the OIG’s
Intake and Intelligence Unit.

To submit a complaint, use the OIG’s confidential tip reporting portals:
Online: http://mtaig.state.ny.us/ComplaintForm.aspx
Phone: 1-800-MTA-IG4U (1-800-682-4448)
Email: Complaints@mtaig.org
Postal Mail or Walk-Ins: 1 Penn Plaza, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10119
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